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BOOK REVIEWS
Guide to Life and Literature of the Southwest; ,with a few Observations, by J. Frank
Dobie. Austin, Texas: The University of Texas Press, special printing for the
University Press in Dallas, Southern Methodist University, 1943. $1.00.
·My Rambles as East! Texas, Cowboy, Hunter, Fisherman, Tie Cutter, by Solomon
Alexander Wright; arranged, with introduction, by J. Frank Dobie. Austin,
Texas: Texas Folklore Society, 1942. $3.00.
The Sword Was 'Their Passport: a History of.American Filibustering in the Mexican
Revolution, by Harris Gaylord Warren. Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana
,
State University Press, 1943.$3.00.
Twentieth Century Texas: an Economic and Social His.to,ry, by Ralph W. Steen.
Austin, Texas: The Steck Company, 1942. $3.00.
Only the Valiant, by Charles Marquis Warren. New York: The Macmillan
Company, '1943. $a·50 •
It would be hard to find five Southwestern books more at odds with each other
than the ones listed above. They are not merely different in' style and content;
they represent opposite ideas about what it 'takes to make a good regional book.
Two are scholarly histories in search of facts. The other three-a critical bibliography, a book of reminiscences, and a novel-look for<the flavor and color in our
early history and declare or imply' that facts are dead unless an author makes them
live.
J. Frank Dobie's Guide is the book list he usesin his course in Life and Literature
of the Southwest at the University of Texas, with the addition 'of "a few observations:' These observations, strongly flavored with carbolic acid, are the really
valuable part of the book. Mr. Dobie is the first to admit that his list is "fragmentary and incomplete"-that it is "strong on character and ways of life of early
settlers" and "weak on information about ·politici~ns." One mightAldd that Mr.
Dobie tends to see Texas as the Southwest and the Texas cattleman as the typical
Southwesterner, that he passes too quickly over tbe Southwestern Indian and is
perfunctory about recent fiction. But in his ~'Observations" he pulls no punches.
Southwestern writing, he says, reflects a distinct cultural inheritance, full of life
and drama, told variously in b~ks so numeroiis that their very existence would
surprise many people who d.epend on the Book-of-the-Month Club for lit~
guidance, though the sheeplike makers of textbooks and sheeplike pedagogues of
American literature have until recently, either willfully or ignorantly, denied that
U
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right to the Southwest." To make people aware of their own environment and to
introduce them to vital regional writing is Mr. Dobie's object in life. He is one
of the few men in the Southwest who can make even a bibliography a stimulating
experience.
To exemplify simr,le but vital writing, Mr. Dobie has edited, as the first issue
in his Range Life Series, the autobio~phy of Solomon Wright. My Rambles is a
leisurely, chatty account of a life spent out-of·doors. The Wright family lived in
the piney woods of East Texas "amongst all the alligators and cottonmouth moccasins." It was wild country in the early days, and game was plentiful. Mr. Wright
likes to tell about his guns and the deer and turkeys he killed. Anyone who likes
to hunt will enjoy his story. ,Others may prefer Saroyan. In 18g8 he be~ his
"rambles," which took. him everywhere in the West where there was timber to cut,
game t? shoot, or fish to catch. He died in Ig37 in California. His editor thinks
that "in these dark and tragic times" the life story of "a man singuIarly free of
ambitions for POWer or property may prove restful."
Entirely outside Mr. Dobie's canons of good writing is The Sword was Their
PasSPOTt~ subtitled A History of Filibuttering in the Mexican Revolution. It is the
most thorough account to date of the plots and counterplots which were hatched
in the United States and abroad between 1813 and 1821 aiming at the "libe~tion"
of Texas and the fomenting of revolution in Mexico. Dr. Warren acknowledges
that many aspects of his subject have been exhaustively studied by other scholars.
but claims rightly the distinction of producing the first "comprehensive" treatment.
Unfortunately, from Mr. Dobie's standpoint at least, the book is lacking in essential
human warmth. The story is told with little graciousness of style and seldom turns
aside from the steady march of statement and footnote. It will not attract the
general reader, but no second book on the filibusters will need ~o be written.
Twentieth Century Texas~ by a professor of history at Texas A. and M. College,
belongs in the scholarly category also. It is not so overwhelmingly footnoted as
Dr. Warren's work, but it is packed as full of information. With its compressed
style and careful subdivision of topics, it might be described as a condensed encyclopedia or as an expanded handbook. In it can be found most of the essential information about the Prohibition Crusade in Texas. Old Folks' Homes, The Federal
Food Administration, and so on. In handling such tbpics as tenant IanDing and
the negro situation, the author is rigidly factual, but does not dodge the unpleasant
implications of his facts.. Occasionally he is humorous ("In West Texas the baby
crop is the most certain crop of all"); and he realizes, as a good historian, that
trivialities-even mah-jongg and monopoly-may be historically important. His
book will not be read for relaxation, but it is none the less useful. A good index
helps.
Only the Valiant is excellent fiction about Indian fighting and life in in Arizona
army post during the Apache Indian raids of the seventies. Captain Lance leads
a detail on a suicide mission to hold up the. attack of the great chief Tucsos until
reinforcements can reach the post. Life in a ~ntier garrison is described with
min\lte and loving care. The psychological stresses of such living make the plot.
And the ~nister effect of those great fighters, the Apaches, on human minds could
. hardly be: better done. Mr. Warren's experience as a Hollywood script writer
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(before he joined the armed forces) appears, perhaps a little too much, in the high
glossy finish he gives his narrative: In spite of its movie .quality, however, his book
should be;oupedwith The Sea of Grass and The Ox-Bo'UJ Incident as an example
of superi«Yr artistic work based on venerable Wild West formulas. It is one of the
best popular novels of this region in a long time.
If these five books have ap.y quality in common, it would be earn.estness. Each
one is done by a competent and conscien~ous man.. The ideal of what makes a
good book differs in each, but there is nothing slipshod about the way ~the job is
done. In a part of the country, where amateurish, sensational, half-digested writing
has been perpetrated so often, SO: much conscientiousness is surely a ~ sign.

C. L.

SONNICHSEN

The Humboldt: Highroad of the West" by Dale L. Morgan; illustrated by Arnold
Blanch. (Rivers of America series.) New York and Toronto: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1945. '$~.50.'
. .
Mormon Country" by Wallace Stegner~ (American Folkways ·series.) New York:
, . '
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1942. $S.oo.

Dale Morgan probably knows more about the early history of Utah, Southern
Idaho, Wyoming, and the Great Basin area of Nevada than anyone who has yet
written about it. As director of the Federal Arts Project and editor of the Utah
Guide, he had immediate access to pioneer journals, dia,ries, and transaiptions of
interviews collected by the F.A.P., which constitute probably the most complete and
systematic record of such material outside the restricted files of the Mormon Church
library in Utah and the Bancroft collection in California.
Wallace Stegner, on the other h~nd, is a competent stylist wi~ several excellent
short novels to his credit, and he acknowledges (as Bernard DeVoto also did in
The Year of Decision) his indebtedness to Mr. Motgan for factual information con•
.
I
cermng the early settlement of Utah and the Great Basin area.
The results are much as right be expected. The Humboldt,,' although concerned
with the Mormons only ~ the most solid and influential single factor in ~e settlement of the area which the paradoxical old river traversed, is crammed with
incident and anecdote to a point where it becomes repetitious. Mr. Stegner, as
though aware of the amount ,0£ writing that has been done recently about the
Mormons, has woven his narrative more loosely about,a few incidents and personalities that must have seemed to hiJ;n typical and interesting. He has brushed very
lightly over many of the better-known events.
Both· volumes supply interesting and informative reading for the general reader,
a chief objective, I take it, of each series. One cannot help feeling, however, that
Mr. Morgan has strained somewhat to relate so much of \Vestern history to a river
which is now known to only a handful of people outside the region where it flows,
that Mr. Stegner has given undue space to certain characters and events (the story
of the Marie Ogden cult in San Juan County, for instance) which will never loom
large in the story of "Mormon Country."
Still, no one will deny the value of the Humboldt to the period o.J Wes~ern
migration, when it was a landmark .and the only source of water for the trap~,
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trader, explorer, prospector, and colonizer. Mr. Morgan's thesis is that this river,
hated yet indispensable, so often a' witness to frontier tragedy, hastened the march
of empp-e from East to West a~d turned the tide of emigratiQn from,Oregon to
California. It is really the story of the failure of a river-as a river-for its water
was muddy and bitter with alkali; and it did not flow into the Pacific Ocean, as
was thought originally, but simply disappeared into the air and the sands of the
sun-baked American desert. It was neither waterway nor ,waterhole, but it did
supply the incentive for men to dash recklessly onto the glistening salt flats of
Great Salt Lake; and although many of them perished, great numbers survived to
pan gold in the streams of California, to dig holes. into the hills,
to erect a commerce,
and finally to construct the western link of a transcontinental railway.

Mormon Country is a book with little- of the epic intensity of The Humboldt,
concerned as it is with the "folkways" of a settled, for the most part agricultural
people. Mr. Stegner tells, for instance, with an appreciative humor, of a character
little-known outside Utah, but one who gathered legend as a ship collects barnacles:
J. Golden Kimball. He tells of "The Wild Bunch," Mormon boys gone wrong in
a frontier society; Butch Cassidy, Robin Hood of the_ West; stories of the "Three
Nephites, who are mythological figures as real, if "less malevolent, to many presentday Mormons as were witches to the early New Englanders.
Mr. Stegner lived long enough in the "Mormon Country" to get the "feel" of
it, and this comes over in his book. Like Mr. Morgan, he brings the story up to
date (something few of the novels written about it have been able to do), showing,
as Mr. Morgan also does, that the fundamental problems and beliefs of the early
days have carried into the present, that the region, although changed outwardly, is
still harnessed to its past, just as the Great Basin is still bridled by its need for a'
more adequate water supply.
RAY B. WEST JR.
Kendall of the Picayune, Being his Adventures,. in New Orleans,on the Texan
Santa Fe ExpeditiOrf~ in the Mexican War, and in the Colonization of the Texas
Frontier, by Fayette Copeland. No~an: University of Oklahoma press, 1943.
$3.00•
"Eastward I go only by force; but westward I go free," mused Henry Thoreau,
meditating his preference of direction for his evening walks. He mentioned it as
significant because "I believe that something like this is the prevailing tendency of
my countrymen:' He was right, of course. Oqt of the resultant westward expansion came many of the most colorful characters of our history; and one of them
who deserves to be better known is that adventurous, i:pgenious, and <forward looking editor and journalist, George Wilkins Kendall. It is difficult to understand
how the biographers could have missed this man who founded the New Orleans
Picayune on a shoestring. suffered the tortures of the captives of the Texan Santa
Fe Expedition, reported the Mexican War from the front lines, and set a romantic
climax to a remarkable life by his marriage to a beautiful Parisienne. Nevertheless,
the fact remains that his first full-length biography is Kendall of, the Picayune, ,
recently published by Fayette Copeland of the University of Oklahoma.
<,
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Anyone familiar with the enthralling interest 'of Kendall's own "Narrative of the
Texan Santa Fe Expedition, which has served as a :.basis of romance from the
Narrative of the Travels and Adve..ntures of Monsieur Violet down to Anthon.,
Adverse, knows that a biography of George Wilkins Kendall ought to be exciting
reading. Unfortunately, Mr. Copeland's book is not. A solid and factual account,
revealing thorough and excellent research, it yet lacks the zestful sparkle that a
bio~phy of Ke~dan should have.
.
Analysis shows two interrelated reasons for this fact: a seeming reluctance on the
part of the author to enter into the mind and ¢ emotions of his subject and a
tendency to allo~ the times to obscure the man. The ,former results in a lack of
interpretation of Kendall's character irritating to a reader who feels that a worthwhile biography. should combine sympathetic understanding of the subject with
information on ~s overt activities. The emphasis of historical events over the man
is particularly evident in the ten chapters dealing with the Mexican War. Here
one sees little of Kendall and much of what was 'happening in Texas and Mexico.
,On the other hand, there is no doubt of the value of Mr. Copeland's: Painstaking
research and well-documented work. For the present, it is a valuable contribution
to the history of the development of the American press; and in the future it may
provide a storehouse of material for. the literary biography which George Wilkins
Kendall richly deserves.
THELMA

!

CAMPBELL

The Wind That Swept Mexico: the History bf the Mexican Revolution, I9Io-I942,
by Anita Brenner; 184 historical photographs assembled by George R. Leighton.
New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1948· $8.75.
The Amazon: the Life History of a Mighty River, by Caryl P. Haskins. Garden
. City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1948. $4.00.
.
Ecuador: Portrait of a People, by Albert B. Franklin. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1943. $3.50.
Brazil in the Making, by Jose Jobim. New York: The Maanillan Company, 1943.
~~

.

"We are not safe in the United States, now and henceforth, without taking
Mexico into account; nor is Mexico s~fe disregarding us. This'is something that
Mexicans have long known, with dread, but that few Americans have had to look
at."
Thus, in her first sentence, does Anita Brenner set the theme of her magnificent
book. The Wind That Swept Mexico is the simple and clear story of the Mexican
Revolution be~een the years 1910 and 1920 and of s~bsequent events, also a part
of the revolution, up until Mexico's declaration of war against the Axis. It is also
an eloquent warning to us in the United States that political freedom and economic
independence are not and cannot be the exclusive propeny of English-speaking
Americans and that we shall not be safe to pursue ~ur freedoms until the millions
.
who are with us in the war have gained theirs.
All revolutions ~e compounded of varying degrees of idealism and opponunism,
of courage and rapacity and unselfishness and greed, of quiet determination and
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hysterical reaction. The Mexican Revolution was no exception. Perhaps it had eve
more than its share of opportunism and rapacity. But what raises it above all th
and makes it one of the truly magnificent human endeavors of all time is the irr,
a1stible determination of a poverty-stricken and poorly educated people to attai
political democracy and economic security. Frustrated time after time by unfavorabl
circumstances and turncoat leaders; the Mexican people, have continued-and 3l
still continuing-their struggle. There will be still more disappointments and mOl
frustrations, but eventually they will get what they want, for the power of
determin~d people on the march is a great power which cannot be withstood 1J
any force on earth.
As a lifelong resident of Mexico and an eyewitness of many of the events of til
Mexican Revolution, Anita Brenner is ably qualified to write of the wind tho
swept Mexico. Out of the turbulent welter of a nation in transition; she has writte
a story that is precise in its evaluations, complete in its details, and as dramatic ;:
the original events upon which it is based, a story which no "Gringo" who.:
interested in his own future and that of his country can afford to overlook.
Not the least important part of The Wind That" Swept Mexico is Georg
Leighton's superb collection of 184 documentary photographs illustrating eveI
phase of the revolution. The Mexican Revolution was the first great social mov!
ment lasting over a period of years to be thoroughly documented by photographen
and in assembling and publishing the photographic record of the revolution, MJ
Leighton has not only enhanced the value of Miss Brenner's text-which is quit
capable of standing by itself-but haS made a significant contribution to the ted
nique of recording and presenting historical events.

, The Amazon: the Life History of a Mighty River is a book misnamed. For i
is not the river, but rather the social and political history of the people of the si
nations drained by the Amazon, that constitutes the major portion of the boo}
Only two of its six sections deal primarily with the river and the land throngl
which it Hows (seventy-six out of the book's 402 pages); nearly 200 pages aredevotel
to the political histories of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, aD!
Brazil; and an additional forty are 'given over to a discussion of the political r~
lations of the United States with the South American countries.
A tremendous 3lIlount of information is contained in The Ama2;on-much of i
interesting, .all of it valuable. But, unfortunately, so large a part of the book i
devoted to purely politiCal history, covering so large an area and so long a tim~
that the text becomes little' more than a recital of n3lIles and dates.
If it was Caryl Haskins' purpose to write a historical textbook dealing with th
nations drained by the Amazon, he has succeeded admirabl)y. Fact following fac!
name' piled upon name, and date succeeding date are ~:[essive and dull in tru
textbook style. But if it was his intention to write about a river and 'the drama 0
the effect of that river upon the lives of the people through whose lands it runs, b
has fallen far short of his goal. The pill. of historical fact is there'; but the suga
of dr3lIlatic interpretation is not; and without that sugar, as any child knows, pill
, may be highly beneficial but never palatable.

.
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A much more inter~ting and, I suspect, more effective book is Albert Franklin's
Ecuador: Portrait of a People. For Mr. Franklin has concerned himself not with
the politics or the history or the archaeology or the economics of Ecuador, but with
its people, a people whpm he knows and understands and likes. If economics
creeps into a few pages, it is there because Mr. Franklin is aware that Ecuadorians
also must eat; if politics are touched upon-and they are-they are pre~nted because
,Ecuador has a government and because the Ecuadorians, if not altogether responsible for that government, are becoming increasingly interested in it and increasingly detennined that it should and must serve them.
The Ecuador of Mt. Franklin's book is a fascinating country, half in a~d half
out of the twentieth century, a country that Mr. Franklin knows thoroughly and
tells about with gusto and evident enjoyment. Statistics are subordinated to
anecdote, personalities are abstracted from historical data, and -trivia~e properly
placed, with the result that' Ecuador is not only a delightful book to read, but one
that conveys to the reader a vivid impression of the people and problems of one of
tJ1e South American countries whose affecdons. we are assiduously wooing.
In Brazil'in the Making, Jose Jobim, Secretary to the Co-ordin~tor of EcOnomic
Mobilization for Brazil, gives one of the first and certainly the most complete
account of the efforts of' his c~untry, to industrialize berself. Begi.nning with a
brief survey of recent economic developments in Brazil, he proceeds to sketch in
the historical background of trade and industrial development and then surveys
in tum the ,principal manufacturing industries, spinning and weaving, the production of foodstuffs, clothing and linens, leather, iron and steel, machinery,
chenrlcals, glass, rubber, paper. Liberally documented with statistical data, Brazil
in the Making is valuable not only as a statement of the present economic status of
the most highly industrialized country in Latin America, but also as an outline of
the pattern which other Latin-American nations' might conceivably fQllow in
diversifying their own economic systems, increasing their degree of indu~¢alization,
and 'becoming-as much as is possible or desirabl~ in the modem world-economically independent.
'
LYLE

SAUNDERS

Mexican Oil: Symbol of Recent Trends in International Relations, by Harlow S.
Person. New York and London: Harper and Brothers, '1942. $1.50.
.

.

The publishers state that "this book grows out of a report which supplied the
factual basis for the agreement reached between the United States and the Mexican
governments for indemnifying American owners of Mexican oil wells which were
expropriated by the Mexican government." If this statement is correct, one can
only marvel at the meagerness of this "factual basis." About one-third of the
booklet contains general remarks, on "Mexico's historical background";' a litde
more than one-third, or thirty-three pages, is given to a summary of the development of the oil industry in Mexico down to the Rrcsent time; ten pages deal with
the procedure followed by the two "experts" appointed by the government to
determine,lthe atnount of indemnific:;ation; and an 'appendix contains the two
~
agreements pertaining the~eto.,
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The author was "staff chief of the American experts whose services were place
at the disposal of the United States representative .... in dealin~ with the Me~cal
representative in reaching this intemational oil agreementi"; yet he had no firsl
hand experience either in Mexico or in oil economy. This, perhaps, explains hi
optimistic opinion concerning the soundness of the decision of the two govemmen
· representatives (a decision which was no,t accepted by the oil ~ompanies) concern
ing the salutary effects which he expects of it in regard to futur~ foreign investment
in Mexico and "intemational relations" in general. The reader is not give]
sufficient evidence on which to base a judgment of his ~wn. He is told that. 80ml
elements considerea by the two "experts" were "imponderables" and that "wha
was in the minds of the governments in their reference to ~echnical consideration
[to be made by the experts] is not clear" (p. 68).
The general attitude of the author is one of criticism toward the United State
companies and benevolent encouragement toward the Mexican official policy. Hi
treatment of the subject is based on the unrealistic assumption that Mexico "is 0
· full stature among. the democratic nations of the world" (p. 16). No adequate dis
cussion of the, economic aspects of the <:onHict, as distinguished from the legal an<
ethical aspects, and of the effects of the expropriations for Mexico herself, whirl
proved to be disastrous, is offered. No exact data on investments, profits, wages
exports, and Q.i$tribution of property in the oil industry before and after ex
propriation are. furnished. Except for one passing remark in parentheses, towar<
the end, the book ignores completely the facts that the major part of the Mexiear
oil industry was owned by British-Dutch interests, that any' truly satisfactory liqui
dation of the problem must include a settlement with that group, and that n<
progress in this direction has been made.
Somewhat careless phrasing and editing also impair the value of the study. FOl
example, on page 28 "the value of industrial products" is compared with that 0:
"agricultural" products, without defining either term. On page 28 the end of th€
Diaz regime is given as 1810 instead of 1910.
In the opinion of this reviewer this volume dQes not offer a satisfactory treat
ment of the subject, even for the general reader.
RICHARD F. BEHREND']

.

Builders of Latin America~ 1?y 'Vatt Stewart and Harold F. Peterson. New Yod
and London: Harper and Brothers, ]942. $2.00.
Chile: a Geographic Extravaganza~ by Benjamin Subercaseaux; translated by Angel
Flores. New York: The Maanillan Company, 1943. $3.00.
The first of these two samples of the tide of books stimulated by the Good
Neighbor Policy, Builders of Latin Ainerica~ is designed to t~Il the stories of twenty·
two less familiar Latin Americans who made definite contrlbutions to the progre~
of their nations, rather than to retell stories of familiar heroes associated witlJ
discovery and conquest. The authors have not selected their subjects as heroes, but
as men, heroic or not, who initiated or carried through programs decisive in the
· development of their countries. Thus Porfirio Diaz in Mexicro and Dictators Ros3ll
and GOmez in Argentina and Venezuela respectively are as impartially considered
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as are Sarmiento in Argentina., Marti in Cuba, and Bolivar and San Martin allover
the continent.
Th~ chief defect of the book is that the· sections deal in tum with foundations,
revolutions, ~ctiitorships, and democracies, so that the reader gets no concrecutive
picture of developments in anyone country; indeed, 'often the reader is entirely
at a loss to know wh;at happened to a people after kind fate removed a particularly
obnoxious revolutionist or dictator from. their midst. Merely as short accounts
of individuals, with no attempt to trace the effect of these individuals upon the
subsequent history of their countries, the book makes interesting reading, although
the style is slightly juvenile and perhaps more suited to the reader of high school
age than to the adult. Exce~lent photographs and a few maps add to ·the enjoyment of the book. .
Benjamin Subercaseaux, the notable young Chilean who unmasked the Nazi
spy ring in Chile last fall and who recently visited the United States, has written
a charming book about his native land. He has combined in a free, informally
conversational style much information, geographic, economic, and social, under the
pretext of writitig a book less dull than school geographies. Beginning with a sur·
mise of what Magellan, Pigafetta.', and company missed wben they sailed through
the straits in 1520 and turned their backs upon the coastline stretching to the north,
the author suddenly transports the reader to the extreme northern boundary of
Chile 'and there begins ;In .ambling journey southward, pointing out al~long the
line the mountains, valleys, and rivers, the towns, the cities, and the peoples whoselives are bound, and determined by the geography of the land.
Perhaps to the Chilean-and the book was a best seller in Chile~r to the traveler
who has already experienced, Chile, the picture is clear. To the uninitiated it is a
kaleidoscope of ever-Changing views charmingly Drlngled with facts and some ad·
mitted fancies of the author's. When the last page is reached, a jumble of confused impressions remains. The reader has enjoyed a switt journey through a long
• and great land with a witty guide, but he is still uncertain whether he knows anything about the Chilean people or the Chilean landscape,. and he is certainly
ignorant of the past and possible future of the country. The book is a travelogue
without benefit- of pictures or even of an adequate map on the end papers•
.The translation by Angel Flores, 'rapi~y becoming one of the best-known
translators of Latin-American literature into English, is reasonably smooth and
readable. The tendency powadays to pass off verbless phrases as sentences, thereby
disturbing the even flow of the prose, is regrettable.
MARY WICKER

New Viewpoints on the Spanish Colonization of America, by Silvio Zavala. Philadelphia and London: University of Pennsylvania Press and Oxford University
Press, 1943· $1.25·
r'"
'
About once in a decade students of history are- blessed with a _classical little
monogral}h .nat correlates, synthesizes, and brings together under one· cover the
new developments in some special field of history. This volume is especially
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welcome because there is perhaps no field that has been more beset by entanglinl
and misleading generalities than that of the Spanish colonization of America.
Although one of the youngest members of his profession, Zavala has alread~
distinguished himself, through his critical discrimination, austere objectivity, ane
clear, elevated style, as a man of sound historical scholarship. Here he stresses th€
social point of view as a means of focalizing the study of colonization as a process:
and in doing so~ he points out certain errors that have resulted from applyilll!
predominantly political criteria.
In Chapter I he indicates that the legal claims of Spain in the Indies are closel,
connected with theological ideas and linked with political and moral philosoph,
as well. In the next three chapters ~e shoWs how the papal bulls of Pope AlexandeI
VI suffered a 'great distortion, strikes a new note on the evangelical and political
problems of penetration in the New World, and dispels tile cloud of confusion
surrounding the "Doctrine of Just War."
The remainder of the volume, with the exception of the chapter on social
experiments, is based on his own contributions to the field. These deal with the
controversial problems of Indian slavery and the evolution of the labor system and
with the encomienda~ which, in spite of the efforts of "centuries" of historians to
demonstrate otherwise, evolved into a system of tribute and not a land grant!

#,

CONRAD

\

K.

N4EGLE

The Seven Golden Cities~ by Mabel Farnum. Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing
~mpany, 1943. $2·'75·
The dynami~ and fascinating saga of the Coronado expedition which played
,such an important role in exploding the extravagant tales of the fabulous northland-Cibola! Quivira!-has attracted the pen of numerous chroniclers, both conltemporary and modem. Here, for the first time in popular form, Miss Farnum
presents the consecutive story of Fray Marcos de Nita, precursor of the Coronado
expedition. Since his expedition was staged in the same hiswric setting as that of
Coronado, one wonders why this Franciscan herald and pioneer and his colorful
'career have failed to attract biographers long before now. This vivid, graphic,
authentic portrayal is a welcome contribution to the literature of the Southwest.
CONRAD

,K.

NAEGLE

Santos: the Religious Folk Art of New ~exico~ text and photographs by Mitchell
A. Wilder with Edgar Breitenbach; with a foreword by Rudolph A. Gerken,
Archbishop of Santa Fe. Colorado Springs, Colorado: The Taylor Museum of
th~ Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1943. $4.00.
.
Two factors have prepared a group of readers for this book: the interest in.
primitive art and the search for American originals. Since nineteenth century
artists canied both sculpture and painting to the ultimate in representation of
models, a reaction' was inevitable in the ~ction of art that :represented meanings
independent of models, art which subordinated models to their significance. In this
respect, the work of many twentieth century sculptors and painters seems more
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Gothic than Renaissance, a healthy trend if art is to come closer to the life of the
masses than to wealth and patronage. The search ,for American originals ranges
from the hobby impulse, suell as expressed by a recent collector of American shaving mugs, to the patient quest in art< or letters for authentic impressions of native
gemus.
The Taylor Museum book on santos offers both a libraFY and a gallery of
material on the .religious 'folk art of New Mexico. It -w.ill not only inform the casual
reader but it will set the critical reader upon new trails of exploration. In New
Mexico, too many of our trails are worn thin by travel. We have repeated our forbears and each other. We have the richest stories of any area in the - cOuntry, but we have not always been critical or expen'in the ~e of them. All of
'the material upon which this book is based was once 4stored in New Mexico. Now
in a neighbor state, it comes back to us in finer forms, for it has been entertained
and interpreted by understanding hearts and minds. Since such a record as this
book can be owned by anyone, the exchange was well made. Mr. _Wilder's study
is based upon the materials of the Taylor Museum, where in 1936, the Frank
Applegate collection was housed.' Since that time, the exhibit has be~n extensively
enlarged. A list' of major collections outside the Taylor Museqm is given ~n Mr.
Wilder'~ introduction. The Mary Lester Field ~ollection of the ,University~. New
Mexico is named, and the colle~tion of Cady Wells, 'now' being shown-at the
Laboratory of ~thropologyin Santa Fe. Omitted from tJ:le list are such collections
as' those of Andrew Dasburgh and Mabel Luhan of Taos and Witter Bynner of
Santa Fe.
One cannot do justice to this volume in a review, sin~ so much of its Value lies
in the photographic reproductions., Nor can one even digest the excellent material
in the text. Mr. Wilder gives the historical background for the santero (sculptor
and decorator), the techniques of his art, and the various esthetic data which he has
discovered characteristic of certain ~as, ,such as the SantaCruz Valley, Taos, and
Arroyo Hondo. This is technology in which Frank Applegate pioneered.. Mitchell
Wilder and Charles D. Carroll of Santa Fe are the only students I know who have
combined esthetic analysis with field work to extend'knowledge in, this respect to
local santeros and stylistic groups. They have progressed to the discovery of prototypes and copies, 'to the classifications of professional 'as opposed to amateur work,.
and to generalizations as to early and. late periods of santo production. All of this
mherial is;just ripe for argument. I rec3II the indignation of Mrs. Neil B. Field of
Albuquerque when a suggestion was made that some of the santos in her collection
may have been the work of Indian artisans or that the nicho enclosing the 'Holy
Child may have come from a lard pail shipped in to Santa Fe after 1850.
, Anyone who has collected these bultos or retablos knows the fascination they,
can exercise over the mind. I OIi.ce bought a San Y~dro from a naqve vendor, and .
after a year he requested me to give it back 10 him. He had received it from the
son of a farmer at Chilili. Now the crops of the old man had falled and the boy
felt responsible. I gave the image back, of course. cWhether it was the ppmitive
character of tools and ~terials, or the naive techniq'Je, something gave to these
figures a ~tality which more sophisticated art frequently lacks. Carried in procession, honored· in other religious ceremonies and in the home, these santos
•
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supplied for people in that time examples of fortitude, compassion, suffering,
industry, and kindness. They were personal 'to a people who repaired, adorned,
and reverenced them with an intimacy no art object could ever induce in us. They
may carry down to us, as in a time mirror, not only this view of an early stage of
American culture, but even portraits of native villagers who could have supplied
the models. So primitive art and conventional art may have models in common;
but whether the santero worked from a real model or a wooden one, he gave to his
carving the universal elements of a theme, the quality or ideal of the saint he was
representing. It is this which often strikes the modem onlooker and places him
in the presence of a creative worker whose handiwork enrolls him witli. the multitude of humble folk who have created something of good and passed it on to another day as witness of abiding values.
T. M. PEARCE
~

,

In Defense of the West: a Political and Economic Study, by Herbert von Beckerath.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1942. $3.50.
Aspects of a World at War: Radio Forums of the Louisiana State University, edited
by Robert Bechtold Heilman. Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana State University Press, 1943. No price indicated.
Both of these books emphasize in sharp focus the peculiar weakness of the
academic mind: its large proportion of obtuseness, caused by an overreliance on
the thoughts of other men together with a hesitation to appraise and criticize them.
The first book, obtuse and misleading even in the title, professes to be a political
and economic study of western thought and institutions. Divided into three partsThe Pattern of Civilization, The Breakdown of Liberal Society, and The Threefold
'Problem of Reconstruction-it discusses such things as the essential characteristics
of western civilization, the collapse of the international order in 19t4, and the
problems of economic, moral, and political reconstruction. Although the subjects
are promising, their exposition is not very satisfying.
The author attempts to remove himself above'the battle and, as it were, to view
the world's decaying liver through a microscope, like the biologist peering at the
nucleus of a Paramecium-as though the activities of man, spiritual and mental as
well as material, can be discussed like a mathematical formula with adequately defined and unambiguous terms of the latter, as though the discussion has validity
when the concepts and terms, thir~- and fourth-ha~d, missed the truth to begin with.
Here is an example of the author's reasoning:' "While previous society, with its
rare and weak interlocal contacts, needed little sense of community between local
groups and could survive the contrast between ethics of solidarity, pertinent to the
inner life of groups, and ethics of violence, war and conquest between them, modern
technique has made the world a crowded, narrow place, where everybody depends
on everybody else for a successful living. Yet it has left man passionately addicted
to the traditional ethics of combat and perpetual enmity between nations and
regions [italics mine]."
How neat-and yet how false. Under cover of a pseudoscientific impartiality,
man is accused of a passionate addiction for war; but in reality it is precisely war
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which he strives- desperately against and his "passionate addiction," whenever it is
'evinced, is bpt caused by the whirlpool of ignorance and confusion created for him
by an outmoded way of life and its high priests-those same who, having caused
and abetted fascism in one country ~o the point of danger to themselves had to
call upon the"~passionate addiction" of the common'man to ,stamp it out.
So much for the first book, for space prohibits further discussion. The second
book is a compilation of radio foIUIDS. Among other things it contains discussions
of the last peace and the next, France's fadeout, the durability of Japan, war and
the scientist, and the artist in wartime. The book is fraDkly embarrassing. One
feels 'embarrassed to see in print ~e verbal inanities ,of a round-table· discussion,
eDibarrassed for the men who must see their inanities perpetuated arid for the
inanities themselves. One,bas the feeling that what he reads is an unbelievably pale
imitation of the Socratic dialogues and when pressed to define the mailf difference
between the two, finds it to be the preponderance of logic in Plato, embellished by a
stylistic elegance. Assuredly the comparison is unfair.' For one thing, the Socratic
dialogues were comPosed, not spoken offhand and ,captured by stenographers or
recording maqunes. But the comparison refuses to dis'!-ppear, unfortunateiy, for
one reason or another; the reader suspects th,at the Greek dialogues w:~re no less
grand to the ear of Plato than to his hand, for it was an imposing oratorical age.
CHARLES NEIDER

The Yale Review Anthology~ edited With an introduction by Wilbur Cross and
Helen MacAfee. New Haven and London: Yale University Press and Oxford
lJniversity Press, 1942. $2.75.
The Private Reader: Selected A.rticles and Reviews~ by Mark Van Doren. New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1942. $2.75.
No reviewer of anthologies or "samplings" of the type listed here can write with
much certainty, for without extensive oresearch and re-reading he can never be sure
that the anthology is representative of the whole body of the work fropl which it is
abstracted. Editors Cross and MacAfee hope that The Yale Review Anthology will
"symbolize fairly" the work of their magazine since its founding in 1911. But surely
the omission of book reviews' and POetry is a serious one. In its reviewing of books,
The Yale Review has been authoritative, thorough, and free of the commercial
blight. Books have been treated as books and not ~ mere news. Indeed, the
university-sponsored quarterli~s in the'United States have taken the lead in reviewing that dares pass judgment; and among its kind The Yale Review has had the
position of leadership. The omission of poetry seems to indicate either that the
editors are not proud of their poetry or that they have sucCumbed to the usual
editorial-office view, namely, that po~try is good only as a "filler:' Nevertheless,
an anthology cannot, it must be adttrltted, include everything.
Quite ob,\iously, the achievement of The Yale Review over the years has been
very high. The very best names are here: Virginia WQOlf, H. L. Mencken, H. M.
Tomlinson, Carl Becker, Julian Huxley, Thomas Mann, Andre Gide, and a host of
others. Editors could hardly go wrong .with these authors. Espt:cially fine are the articles categorized as beanng on "Public Affairs:' Huxley and John H. Bradley give
"
,f.'
.
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exactly the kind of report on the end results of scientific research· that Matthew
Arnold thought was all the science the generality of mankind would ever need.
Carl Becker an~ Walter Lippmann are excellently suited to discuss national or
world political problems and ideologies. James Truslow Adams and Benjamin N.
Cardozo have an' adDllrable "high seriousness." Indeed, in such matters The Yale
Review has been unexcelled. It has treated problems--:-and life;-:since 1911, as
Editor Cross says, has been a series of problems-with some pI;iIOsOphical detachme\lt. This is the kind of "popularization," in the very best sense, that a university in a democracy should, further. And yet there is not, in all the pieces here
printed, any deep sense o~ihe urgency of modem problems, nothing that bites in.
John Stuart Mill or Macaulay might have made these selections. They are directed
at Suburbia and, for all their excellence, are alarmingly complacent. To borrow
some of Professor and ex-Governor Cross's terms, which he borrowed in tum from
Robert Frost, there is a goo4 sense here of the "outer" weather, but not enough
sense of the changing "inner" weather in the whole Western world, of inner frustration, needs, wants, anger.
The section entitled "Essays and Sketches" seems quite lame in these days.
Mencken, MacLeish, and Canby in one way or another proclaim America's cultural
independence. The old colonial uneasiness is still there, and wishful thinking that
betrays unfulfillment, and the idea that you can get literature and culture by beating
drums for them. Virginia Woolf is personally pleasing, and Professors Tinker and
Beers are academically pleasant, but the section as a whole seems curiously dated.
One must remember, however, that this is a monument to the past, not a current
feast.
A section entitled "Imaginative, Literature" has, despite good names and good
contributions, a certain gentility, almost staleness. Walter Van Tilburg Clark's
much-reprinted "The Portable Phonograph," one of The Yale Review's famous
finds, is here to help save the section. One of Paul Horgan's best, "The Peach
Stone," reminds us that, after all, this is an American magazine. But the presence
of one of Erskine Caldwell's poorest, with its humor forced, and the inclusion 01
Hugh Walpole and Walter de la Mare indicate little more than safeness and saneness
of editorial policy.
_
Perhaps this anthology does not, after all, do justice to The Yale Review. But
if it is representative, then it proves
point. The Yale Review's strength and
dignity are also its weakness. A great university.sponsored review, financially independent, ought to give us more than good names, a genteel eclecticism, a conscious
internationalism, and the psychology of Suburbia. It ought to blaze a few trails,
and it ought to do more than merely embalm the already-famous.

a

One man making selections from his own writings over a period of twenty years
or so ought to be able more easily to "represent" himself fairly and well. Mark
Van Doren seems to have done this. He chooses from full-length articles, from
book reviews, and from.movie criticism. His title is excellent. A "private reader"
has no system, belongs to no school, tries to keep his balance, ,tries to be Dr. Johnson's and Mrs. Woolfs "common reader," strives manfully to de-professionalize
his reactions to his reading. The, book abundantly proves that Mr. Van Doren
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still has perhaps the most completely untainted sensibility (much-abused wordl)
of all critics writing in America. For, with him, "sensibility" is not merely the
ca"pacity to delve into th:e involutio~s of the esoteric, to note the exquisite, to be
overwhelmed by sensation. The wheel has come full circle since Dr. JohnSon; and
"sensibility" (as far as Van Doren is concerned) now means "cofi!IIlon sense," the
capacities of a thinking, feeling civilized man who simply insistS ~on trying to see
things sub specie aeternitatisl but without any c:lesire to escape the Here .and Now.
Perhaps the "de-professionalization" of taste might be called the clu~ to Van
Doren's criticism, since the clearest thread running through· this, volume and his.
receflt Shakespeare is simply that a poet has to be a man first and that poetry is
only a part of life.
$
.
There are no pyrotechnics in this volume, but there is some excellent phrasing.
Van Doren says of Bernard DeVoto's Mark Twain's Americal that it is "cantankerous"; of Proust, that he is· "both mammoth and minor"; of T. S. Eliot, that he
remains "at the same time delicately ironic and fanatically firm"; of Vardis Fisher,
that he is "too proud to study the distinction between veracity and verity, between
honesty and truth"; of Steinbeck's Of Mice and Merll that the story "never runs
uphill." Such phrases say the obvious well, reflecting the Johnsonesque strain in
Mr. Van Doren-but without the big bow-wow. But Van Doren has also his
ironies and his paradoxes, and no facet of modern man's viewpoints; prejudices,
or sense of his shortcomings but is put down. The sentences are packed with
insight, good sense, and perceptiveness. Ephemeral as most of the material seems
to be, this is a book to go back to time and again. For teachers of literature, if not
for the "common reader," Van Doren's comment on one line of Shakespeare's
"Sonnet LXIV" is worth the price of the book. A good critic, like Browning's
painter, makes us see things we have passed a hundred times and not seen.
DUDLEY WYNN

The Latin American Collection of the Museum, of Modern Artl by Lincoln Kirstein.
New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1943. $2.00.

o

"We are dropping those blinders in cultural understanding which have kept the
eyes of all the American republics fixed on Europe with scarcely a side glance at
each oth~r .•. ," says Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Director of the Museum of Modern Art,
in the foreword to Lincoln Kirstein's book, The Latin' American Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art. It took the Second World War· to shift our perspective;
but we now give heed to the art of Latin America, thanks to the collection of
Latin-American art assembled by the Museum. This collection, which is the first
con~emporary collection of its kind anywhere, was increased by more ~an two
hundred paintings, drawingS, prints, and posters by Latin Americans, when Mr.
Kirstein went to South America and Mr. Barr went to Cuba and Mexico last year
to make purchases under the terms of 'the Inter-American Fund of the Museum of
Modern Art.
Lincoln Kirstein, who as AmerIca's foremost authority on the· ballet wrote the
first American book on the subject, now, as Consultant on Latin-American An for
the Museum, pioneers again and writes the first survey in English of this art. The
o
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book is short, but the amount of material handled makes it of great value to those
who want to know more of the cultural wealth of. the Americas.
The author admits that he has only scratched the surface; but neither brevity
nor his awareness that both the growing collection and his book are "tentative and
i~complete" prevents his condensing the past three centuries and following cultural
trends by centuries, schools, media, and subjects. In using generalizations as
"springboards to affirm or deny," Mr. Kirstein shows undeniable courage. He finds
for example, that North and South American culture "has been colonial and still
is to a large degree provincial. . '. • That is, seminal movements . . . are derived
not from home soil but from Europe. Except in Mexico and . . . Peru, the Indians
have had as littl~ influence on local art as the Sioux or Navajo on our own."
Throughout the introduction, Mr. Kirstein ably contrasts and compares our own
art with that of our hemispheric neighbors and gives us a broader comprehension
of the artistic revolution now taking place.
In the main body of his work, he briefly considers the art of each republic,
beginning with Argentina and continuing alphabetically through Uruguay. These
summaries a~e courageously l\andled, nor was the task lessened by the fa~t that the
author deals with the work of livihg artists and with the artists themselves.
Certainly, Mr. Kirstein has given us a review both lucid and concise, clarifying our comprehension of the work of neighbors whose artistic importance we
have just begun to realize; indeed his book might serve as a Baedeker to their art.
, An ample bibliography gives it added value for schools, universities, and libraries.
LLOYD L.

GOFF

Winter's Tales, by Isak Dinesen. New York: Random House, 1943. $2.50.
This book, like the author's earlier Seven Gothic Tales, is, quite literally, out
of this world. As the' child may lose himself completely·in the fairlyland of Oz, so
the adult may be completely absorbed into the unreal world created by Isak Dine·
sen. Though the setting may be a very tangible Copenhagen or Baden-Baden, the
effect on the reader is an enchantment. Even when the meaning is obscure, the
enchantment and charm remain. That is to say, of course, the charm renIairis for
those who like her. There are many discriminating readers who are frustrated and
antagonized by the elusiveness of her work.
'
The style of this Danish woman's writing is so exquisite and has been so
unquestionably accepted as to make discussion of it superfluous. She writes in
English, and perhaps the circumstance that the language is an acquired one is the
reaso~ she cherishes it so fully as never to use it carelessly. For us Americans. so
steeped in jorirnalistic writing, some extra effort may be required to read slowly
enough to get full pleasure from each phrase. To attempt summary of any of her
plots puts one in the dangerous position of either unconsciously imitating her (and
doing a feeble job of it) or of killing the whole thing by being too heavy-handed.
One cannot recommend Winter's Tales without reservations. Those who
enjoyed Seven Gothic Tales will welcome more of the same. Dinesen's writing
is like olives; you like it or you don't. But, unlike olives, it is doubtful whether it
can become an acquired taste. And there is no particular reason why you should
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work at it. It is not a essential diet, but more a special delicacy only for those who
relish its exotic flavor.
.
The physical features of the volume deserve special comment. Typography, art
work, binding, and make-up are exquisite and in harmony with the text. •
ESTHER PIERCY

Study out the Land, by T. K. Whippl~. Berkeley and Los Angeles: U~iversity of
California Press, 1943. $2.00.
The Wind Blew from the East, z817-z942: a Study in the Orientation of American
~ulture, by Ferner Noon. New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1942.
$3.00•
Both the volumes under present consideration are anniversary volumes: the first .
is one of several commemorating the seventy-fifth anniversary of the University of
California; the other helps to mark the one hundred and twenty-fifth year of Harper
·and Brothers. Both are essays in literary criticis~ Except in one other respect, to
be noted later, no further points of similarity are discernible..
Professor Whipple, for eighteen years until his death in 1939 a member of the
English facultY at Berkeley, wrote thoughtfully and lucidly of the American literary
scene for the most part in these fifteen essays, finding many interests and values the
full purpon of which may not be generally apparent for another generation. It
is apparent, however, that Professor Whipple had faith in American culture and
letters when few others tdid and brought to their consideration a widely cultured
training, pungen.tly stimulated· by a sanely controlled. Marxian point of View, plus
keen per<;eption' and that increasingly rare gift, an excellent style. These eSsays
are neither stodgily academic nor daringly provoqt.tive.· They are calm but con·
stantly original; they represent years of wide reading, clear observation, and
thoughtful comment. It can hardly be claimed that Professor Whipple will remain
as one of our major critics, but now and doubtless for a long time these essays
will repay reading. Edmund Wilson's memoir of Professor Whipple adds interest.

. The Wind Blew from the East- is a much more perplexing book, indeed a
rather annoying one. _In, the first place it is pretentious, being the first of three
the author, ex-EngliSh. teacher, ex-journalist, ex-governmentemployee, ~'hopes to
write" about American culture. Let it be said at once that the book is badly
written. No~ merely is it complex and unclear in structure and meaning; sentences
occur with exasperating frequency ~m which after several attempts the reader can
derive little meaning. Next it must be said that the author's thesis is not worth one
book, let alone three. The central idea, that our nation has undergone a cultural
conflict between the Westw~d movement of land development and population and
the Eastward pull of Old World tradition, is labored over five chapters and then
illustrated in three longer chapters on Henry James, Henry Adams, and T. S.
Eliot, respectively.
The one other respect mentioned above in which there is similarity between
these two books is, that all that-Mr. Noon really has to say in The Wind Blew from
the East may ~e ~ound ~uch more interestingly and clearly stated in three of Profes-
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sor Whipple's unpretentious essays, "The American Predicament," "The AmericaI
Land," and "Literature in the Doldrums."
C. V. WICKEI

On Native Grounds: an Interpretation of Modern American Prose Literature, b1
Alfred Kazin. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1942. $3.00.
American Harvest: Twenty Years of Creative Writing in the United State~ edite~.
by Allen Tate and John Peale Bishop. New York: L. B. Fischer, 1942f $3.50
On Native Grounds is Alfred Kazin's penetrating reading of modem AmericaIJ
literature from Howells and the '1880'S to the intense social documentation oj
American life in the 1930'S. Mr. Kazin (Jbserves at the outset the "'greatest single
fact" of this literature: "our writers' absorption in every last detail of their Ameri·
can world together with their deep and subtle alienation from it." The observation
is no belabored thesis; but it is an important one of the many comments which
make the book an illuminating guide to our native grounds, a chart so clearl,
ordered, so sanely proportioned as to place this young Mr. Kazin well ahead of
many senior literary cartographers.
The native ground is well charted. The years 189°-1917 begin the record:. the
realism of Howells; the genteel, frustrated integrity of Edith Wharton; Dreiser's
stumbling onto the naturalistic novel as he recorded America's passion for accumu·
lation; muckrakers and scholars exemplifying "the release of the spirit of insurgene,
by progressivism"; the joyous intellectual ferment and hope for a brave new world
which marked the.prewar years. Then in writing of "The Great Tradition, 1'9{8.
1929," Mr. Kazin passes fr9mthe disillusion of the first World War to the renaiSsance of the 1920'S, in which the "eccentric and wilful" H. L. Mencken emerged as
"conqueror of Philistia," prophet of a cultural emancipation dramatized by the
Sherwood Anderson-Sinclair Lewis "revolt from the village" and the escape of
esthetes Cabell, Hergesheimer, and others into. elaborate decadence. He sees
the withdrawal of Willa Cather and the haunting satire of Ellen Glasgow as regret
for a society which is abandoning older, finer values. The attacks"'upon modernity
by Paul Elmer More and Irving Babbitt, the despair of a Hemingway' and a
Dos Passos with a society which breaks their protagonists are for him other facets of
the alienation of American writers.
A third period of our modem literature, that of the "crisis," 1930-1940, is marked
in part by the "explicit, murderous, profane" naturalism of men like Farrell,
O'Hara, and Caldwell, who emphasized "literal realism, mechanical prophecy and
disgust" in an emotional protest against American society of the 1930'S. As he
examines the criticism of the period, Mr. Kazin finds the Marxists driving it "into
a comer of sociology" and the "rarefied esthetics" of the John Crowe Ransom school
reducing it to a science, "but while the science Hourished, literature gasped for
breath." For him, writers like Lionel Trilling and Edmund Wilson [and we
hereby nominate Alfred Kazin to his own list of distinguished company] "continued
to write ciiticism as a great human discipline, a study of literature in its 'relation
to civilization that sacrificed nothing to closeness of observation, yet kept its sights
trained on the whole human situation." Two other dominant notes are recorded
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for the 1930'S: "the rhetoric and the agony" about common life which marked the
writing of Faulkner and Wolfe (Mr. Kazin feels in it a "self-centered romanticism")
and the "new nationalism," the almost passionate eagerness for objective exploration of our country on many levels-New Deal writers' project, documentary camera,
social report-manifest also in a wealth of "solid, affectionate history and biography:'
Informative summary bleeds the book; its pallid shadQw can give no .hint of the
rich texture, the satisfying clarity, "the sane wholesomeness of the interpretation.
Critics have found, it seems to me ungenerously, omissions in ,all this plenty.' For
me, the undeniable merits of the bo<;>k make better record. First is the sweetness of
temper which marks every page Without sacrifice of hQnesty or crispness of the
judgments. Or Thomas Beer! for example, is this; "He was a Dr. Johnson,
pleasantly enough, who had gone to school in the Richard Harding Davis era and
picked up its swagger:' Of the decorative quality in Hergesheimer, Mr. Kazin
says, "His characters all become dolls led up a gravelled path by ~ootmen:' Further
illustrations" of this virtue would point to a second: the ability to interpret an
author concretely, to bring to the criticism the flavor and· texture of the boo~ itself,
free from windy critical abstraction. His interpretatioris are sound but not
pedestrian; his style rings with its own distinction. A thil-d merit claims mention:
., the power to judge literature by sane human values and to bring that literature
boldly into outline ~nd perspective.

.

One'would like to add that American Harvest is a perfect companion anthology
for On Native Grounds. Its scope, however, is cut in haIf-192D-194o-and its plan
(touted in the blurb as "carefully designed to show the varied currents of influence
. and the general lines of development") seems capricious and wholly personal in the
light of the main lines Kazin traces for this period. All minor carping aside, however, the anthology is well worth owning, for the great names are here: Anderson,
Dos Passos, Cather, Caldwell, Wolfe, Faulkner, Steinbeck, Hemingway, Brooks,
Wilson, Eliot, MacLeish, and many more-though some, like Willa Cather, who is
represented by 'the dated "The Sculptor's Funeral," are not at their best. In poetry
and prose, Mr. Tate's and Mr. Bishop's five regions are well co;vered, so that New
England, the South, The Middle West, the Southwest, the West Coast 9ispl~y their
share in this modem American heritage which Mr. Kazinhas clarified and illuminated so temperately and understandingly.
'
.

KATHER.INE

SIMONS

The Anatomy of Nonsense, by Yvor Winters. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions.
1943. $3.00.
The Anatomy of Nonsense is a most important and fundamental book of
criticism. One' is tempted to call it perhaps the most important bOOK of the recent _
and now famous critical renaissance. However, one is reminded throughout the
~k· that Mr. Winters' critcial writings belong together; ~ach new book develops
in some new conscious direction a critical position which is sounder and more
consistent than that of any o~er contemporary critic.
.
The Anatomy of Nonsense is important because it gives us new insights into Mr.
Winters' position and' intO his two former critical volumes. The lint chapter,
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particularly, is explanatory and presents very flatly and with little qualificatiOl
twelve "Preliminary Problems." ,Seemingly they are presented by Mr. Winters a
a direct answer to those who have misunderstood and misinterpreted his position
to those who have wanted explicit clarification of some aspects of his position, ane:
to t~ose whose positions he analyzes in the four subsequent chapters.
The book is most important for the analysis of four recent critcial positions; anc:
as the title indicates, Mr. Winters sets out to demonstrate that these positions arc
"nonsense:' The characer of the analysis can best be indicated by listing the title
of the four chapters, since the subtitle in each gives the key attitude: "Helll1
Adams, or the Creation of Confusion"; "Wallace Stevens, or the Hedonist'l
Progress"; "T. S. Eliot, or the Illusion of Reaction"; "John Crowe Ransom, 0]
Thunder without God:' The chapters are compactly and unwaveringly argued
my personal preference being for those on Eliot and on Stevens.
A final chapter, "Post Scripta," is a miscellany of brief arguments on variou~
literary considerations, plus a list of poems by young poets which Mr. Winters h~
admired.
ALAN

SWALLOW

~.
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